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Joining of aluminum matrix composites remains a key issue in the utilization 
of these advanced materials. Conventional joining processes degrade the age- 
hardened matrix properties, and adhesive bonding produces joints of modest 
strength and with poor thermal and electrical properties.
This work is an attempt to design a joining process at a temperature below 
the aging temperature of a 6061 aluminum matrix (160°C). Such a process must 
involve the use of a liquid phase to take advantage of rapid liquid phase diffusion. 
Gallium was selected as an interlayer since it is the only element that allows a 
liquid phase below 160°C and does not exhibit any intermetallics when added to 
aluminum. However, gallium is known as a liquid metal embrittler of aluminum. 
This study is then threefold: 1) to characterize and model the transport mecha­
nism of the joining process, 2) to determine whether liquid metal embrittlement 
can be effectively removed within reasonable joining times and 3) to evaluate the 
joint strength.
The 6061 aluminum/20pct SiCp substrates were mechanically polished. A 
5 to 25/im thick liquid gallium interlayer was painted onto each side of the single 
lap joint of the MMC. The couple was then solidified at C^C. Lap-joints were 
achieved by annealing the MMC/Ga/MMC systems at temperatures ranging from
iii
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150 to GOO°C for 24 and 48 hours. X-ray compositional measurements obtained 
from a scanning electron microscope were used to determine the concentration 
profiles of gallium in the substrate.
These profiles were used to determine the apparent interdiffusion coefficient 
of gallium in the aluminum matrix composite. An Arrhenius plot revealed a 
transition in diffusion mechanism at approximately 450°C. Above 450°C lattice 
diffusion was found to be the controlling mechanism, while below 450°C, short 
circuit diffusion by means of metal/SiCp interfaces dominates.
The analysis of these profiles revealed the following mechanism:
In a first stage, the liquid gallium infiltrated the grain boundaries and interfacial 
boundaries until the source, characterized by the thickness Wq and the concentra­
tion Cq of the interlayer, was depleted. The infiltration front was then located at a 
distance which could be predicted from the solubility of gallium in aluminum C ,̂. 
C^i can be found on a the binary phase diagram.
During this first stage, all the matrix located within a distance ĥ  from the interface 
was homogenized at the concentration C ,̂. The second stage of the joining 
process depleted the remaining liquid from all boundaries. The time needed to 
internally absorb all the liquid and thereby remove the possibility of the liquid metal 
induced embrittlement varied drastically with the temperature (a matter of seconds 
above SOO'̂ C, and a few hours at ISO'^C). The third stage involved the homogeni­
zation of a film of concentration and width 2h.,.
iv
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The mechanism for the TLP joining process of a 6061 aluminum/SiCp 
composite using a gallium interlayer significantly differs from the TLP joining 
process of more conventional alloys. Rapid infiltration of boundaries by the liquid 
gallium followed by very rapid solid diffusion via metal/SiCp interfaces greatly 
accelerated the joining process. Removal of the potentially embrittling liquid can 
effectively achieved, even at 150°C. For example, with an interlayer of thickness 
of lOjum and using pure gallium, the last liquid was removed within three hours at 
150*C.
The shear strength of the joints was found to depend upon the surface prepara­
tion, the interlayer thickness, and on the joint clamping pressure, as well as upon 
the conventional parameters of time and temperature. Although shear strength 
optimization was not the goal of this study, joints were produced with shear 
strength comparable to those produced by adhesive bonding, and at tempera­
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1. ALUMINUM MATRIX COMPOSITES REINFORCED BY SILICON CARBIDE 
PARTICLES.
1.1 Introduction to Metal Matrix Composite (MMC) Materials.
The main goal of this section is to provide a definition and a brief history of 
MMC materials. The properties and the application range of these materials are 
described as well.
The common criteria used to designate a composite material (1,2) are 
stated by Arsenault (3) as follows :
- It must be man-made.
- It must be the combination of at least two chemically distinct materials with 
a distinct interface separating the constituents.
- the separate materials forming the composite must be combined three 
dimensionally.
- It should be created to obtain properties which would not otherwise be 
achieved by any of the individual constituents.
Metal matrix composite materials are made of at least two components; the 
matrix (usually a metallic alloy), and the reinforcement (an oxide, a carbide, a 
nitride or an intermetallic compound (4)). MMC materials must be distinguished 
from a multi-phase alloy. The distinction arises from the production of the 
composite, which initially begins with two or more distinct components.
MMC materials can be classified into three different groups depending on
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the dimensions and geometry of the reinforcement:
- The dispersion-strengthened MMCs are characterized by a matrix containing 
uniformly dispersed fine particles. The particle diameter ranges from about 0.01 
to 0.1 ^m, and the volume percent from 1 to 1 Spot.
- The particle-reinforced MMCs are characterized by particles of diameter larger 
than 1 jjm  with a volume percent of 5 to 40pct.
- Fiber (or whisker)-reinforced MMCs are characterized by reinforcement having 
a large aspect ratio (length divided by diameter). The typical length of fibers 
ranges from 0.1 to 250 jL/m; contents ranges from a few percent to 70pct.
MMC materials have been under development for more than 20 years. 
Continuous filaments have been the most common reinforcement, and various 
filament-wound aerospace materials are currently in service. These MMC materials 
expanded sluggishly into non-aerospace and military fields as their price went 
down. The decrease in price arose from both cheaper processing methods and 
lower cost fibers (5). The fibers are added to carry the applied load, whereas the 
metal matrix transfers and redistributes the load to the fibers. The efficiency of the 
load transfer is highly dependent upon the degree of bonding at the metal/fiber 
interface. If a good bond is achieved, the matrix can be then selected on the 
basis of oxidation and corrosion resistance or other properties. However, 
continuous fiber materials, unlike most metals and alloys, are anisotropic. These 
MMC materials are mostly limited to structural applications in aerospace structures 
and military airplanes, except for an automobile connecting rod which is made 
by Honda R&D (3) of aluminum reinforced with continuous stainless steel fibers . 
During the last decade, discontinuous MMCs have been investigated. Recently, 
a gain in interest for discontinuously reinforced materials has occurred motivated
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by new and economical methods to produce short silicon carbide (SiC) fibers or 
"whiskers". This has also led to the use of platelet or particulate SiC in a MMC. 
One of the advantages of discontinuous composites is that they can potentially be 
shaped with the same standard metallurgical processes such as forging, rolling, 
extrusion, etc, as the metal matrix itself. These MMCs, due to the reasons stated 
above, have been used in various applications ranging from tennis rackets to 
automobile engine components.
Nevertheless, metal matrix composites are suitable for specific structural 
applications because they combine the following properties:
- High strength.
- High elastic modulus.
- High toughness and impact properties.
- Low sensitivity to temperature changes or thermal shock.
- High wear resistance and low sensitivity to surface flaws.
- High electrical and thermal conductivity.
- High vacuum environment resistance.
However, because of their high cost when compared to monolithic alloys, 
use of composites will be restricted to cost-effective applications, where their 
specific-strength and stiffness will induce savings. While most composite 
materials were originally designed to increase the mechanical properties, they can 
also be tailored to produce various combinations of properties including thermal 
stability (coefficient of thermal expansion GTE) (4), wear resistance, and high 
acoustic and mechanical damping performance (6).
It must be noticed that certain MMCs can also be used at high tempera­
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in terms of temperature use and specific strength (7).
Some disadvantages of metal matrix composites should also be mentioned. 
Generally, MMC materials have a lower fracture toughness than that of the matrix 
alloy, and they are subject to thermal fatigue (3). Despite those relative weakness­
es, MMCs are still considered to be more reliable than ceramic matrix composites. 
Figure 1.2 (3) illustrates the fact that fiber-reinforced superalloys are predicted to 
be applicable for use as turbine blades in the near future (mid-1990 and beyond) 
whereas ceramic matrix composite materials will not be suitable for such an 
application before the twenty-first century.
1.2 Aluminum Alloy 6061 Reinforced with Silicon Carbide Particles.
Since 1960, attempts have been made (8,9) to manufacture and use fiber- 
reinforced aluminum-alloy composites. The main driving force for these 
developments has been the aerospace industry. Whereas long fibers were initially 
used to reinforce the aluminum base matrix, the trend is now to discontinuous 
fibers which are undergoing active consideration for reinforcement of many 
aluminum alloys. The cost of such composites may not be excessive, and their 
use in the automobile industry for engine parts is becoming very likely.
To combine the advantages of both fibers and particles, some new aluminum 
metal matrices have been developed which use both reinforcements. These 
MMCs are called hybrids (10).
Aluminum matrix composites, have to compete with recently developed 
conventional alloys and other new materials. The main competitors with respect 
to mechanical properties field are the lower density, high modulus aluminum-
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lithium alloys and the carbon-fiber reinforced plastics. However, when a 
combination of mechanical and physical properties are required, aluminum matrix 
composites can carry out functions that are not possible with polymer-base materi­
als. It must be noticed that aluminum is the most widespread matrix for MMCs, 
and that this kind of composite has been and still is the center of many research 
programs. Many papers have been written about aluminum matrix composites 
relating to their mechanical properties or processing techniques. Nowadays, even 
if some fundamental questions (such as the bonding at the metal/ceramic 
interface or the type of strengthening mechanism) remain, one can produce 
aluminum metal matrix composites tailored to many different applications.
The aluminum matrix composite joined in this study using a low temperature 
transient liquid phase process was the aluminum-silicon-magnesium 6061 alloy 
reinforced with 20 volume percent of alpha silicon carbide alpha (a-SiC). The 
following review discusses this material more thoroughly.
1.2.1 Physical metallurgy.
This section aims to review both the ceramic reinforcement, the matrix 
alloy and the combination of those two different types of materials.
Silicon carbide (SiC) is the most commonly used reinforcement in 
aluminum and magnesium MMCs. Like all carbides, it is a covalent compound 
which has a very high hardness and bulk modulus and a low coefficient of thermal 
expansion (CTE). Table 1.1 gives some properties of the most common reinforce­
ments, a carbide (SiCp), a nitride (Si^N^), an oxide (AlgO^) and the 6061 
aluminum alloy matrix in the T6 condition.
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Table 1.1: Properties of some ceramic reinforcements 
compared to the 6061-16 aluminum matrix.
SiCp SiqN^ Al^Oq 606TT6
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 400 207 379 70.3
Bulk Modulus (GPa) 221 152 255 75.2
Thermal Conductivity (W/mK) 120 28 30 171
Coefficient of Thermal 
Expansion (10 /K) 3.4 1.5 7 23.4
Density (g/cm^) 3.21 3.18 3.98 2.68
The matrix belongs to the 6XXX series of aluminum alloys. A combination 
of magnesium (0.6 to 1.2 percent) and silicon (0.4 to 1.3 percent) in aluminum 
forms the basis for this series of wrought precipitation-hardenable aluminum alloys. 
In general silicon and magnesium are added in sufficient amount so that 
metastable phases of the intermetallic compound MggSi form during aging. 
However, silicon in excess of required for MggSi may also be used. Manganese 
or chromium are added to most of the 6XXX aluminum alloys to increase the 
strength via grain-size control (11). Copper increases the strength of those alloys 
as well. Nevertheless those elements, if present in amounts greater than 0.5 
percent, decrease tremendously the corrosion resistance of the 6XXX aluminum 
series alloys. The 6061 aluminum alloy nominally contains 1 wt.pct magnesium, 
0.6 wt.pct silicon, 0.2 wt.pct chromium and 0.27 wt.pct copper. This alloy is 
characterized as containing a balanced MggSi content, set at 1.5 wt.pct, and is 
considered an intermediate high strength, general purpose structural alloy. The 
optimal mechanical properties are achieved by precipitation hardening heat 
treatment. As shown in Figure 1.3 (12), the solubility of the intermetallic
T-3914 8
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Figure 1.4. A schematic illustration of the solutionizing cycle, showing matrix, 
composite and reinforcement at room temperature (T^j) and at the 
solutionizing temperature (Tg) (16).
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compound MggSi decreases with temperature. This allows a classic solution heat 
treatment at 560°C, which places both the magnesium and the silicon into solid 
solution. A subsequent water quench induces a large supersaturation, of both the 
alloying elements and the vacancies (13). A following aging step at 160°C enables 
the GP zones to form which are believed to have a needle-like shape and to be 
oriented along the <001 > directions of the matrix.
The sequence of precipitation has been reported (14) to be the following;
1 -Supersaturated solid solution and excess vacancies.
2-Silicon clusters.
3-Vacancy-rich coherent GP zones.
4-Disordered, partially coherent <100>^, needle-shape jS" phase.
5-Semi-coherent hexagonal (a=0.705nm; c=0.405nm) j8’ rods.
6-Semi-coherent hexagonal (a=0.705nm; c=1.215nm) p ’ rods.
7-Equilibrium jS-Mg^Si platelets.
The optimal aging time is 24 hours. The precipitation hardening treatment descri­
bed above (T6) confers to the 6061 aluminum alloy an ultimate tensile strength of 
310 Mpa (45 ksi) and a yield strength of 280 Mpa (40 ksi). See Table 1.1 for other 
properties.
The sequence of precipitation in this alloy is complex. It has been shown 
that addition of discontinuous SiC in the monolithic alloy only slightly alters this 
sequence. However, the aging process is accelerated (15,17). The dominant 
mechanisms for accelerated aging depends among other factors on the size and 
the volume fraction of the reinforcements (15). The first factor determines the 
influence of the matrix residual stress due to reinforcements after the solutionizing 
treatment, while both influence the density of dislocations. It was actually noted
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(18) that one of the characteristics of the discontinuous SiC reinforcement is the 
presence of a very high density of dislocations (lO^^m"^) and thus of very fine 
subgrains in the matrix surrounding the particles. The general accepted explana­
tion for this arises from the difference in GTE coefficients (10:1 ; Table 1) between 
matrix and particles, generating huge compressive stresses upon quenching. 
This mechanism is shown in Figure 1.4. Both the density of dislocations and the 
matrix residual stresses enhance the diffusional processes. The former increases 
the apparent diffusivity because dislocations are high diffusivity paths (19) and the 
residual stresses induce a supplementary driving force for diffusion around the 
reinforcement. Therefore both microstructure changes enhance the retained- 
vacancy annihilation and the formation of the silicon clusters.
Papazian (17), using the transmission electron microscope and differential 
calorimetry, proved that the formation rate of j8’ phase was selectively enhanced 
in the presence of SiC reinforcements. This observation can be understood if /3’ 
forms on dislocations while P" does not. Furthermore, the addition of SiC reduces 
the fraction of GP zones by approximately one third. The explanation provided, 
suggested that the high density of dislocations enhanced the number of 
annihilation sites for retained vacancies, thereby reducing the formation of silicon 
clusters on vacancies.
1.2.2 The matrix/particle interface.
Arsenault and Flom (20) claimed the particle/matrix interface plays the most 
critical role in the behavior of MMCs. This interface should enable the load transfer 
and, as stated before, the dislocations nucleate especially at the interface during 
thermomechanical changes. In our case the interface is a critical site since it might
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act as a high diffusion path in two different ways.
First, the interface can behave much like a grain boundary which induces 
an increase in the overall diffusion coefficient, especially at low temperatures (19).
Second, the high dislocation density at the interface is expected to increase 
the interdiffusion coefficient as well. Dislocation cores provide a short path for 
atoms to follow from one particulate to the next.
Hence, the interface between the aluminum matrix and SiCp must be known 
in order to understand and explain the diffusion mechanisms. Therefore in the 
following discussion, emphasis is placed on the compatibility between the matrix 
and SiC, the interfacial bond strength and the degree of bonding.
Silicon carbide has proven to be compatible with aluminum for temperatures 
up to 500°C. In other words, there is no change in mechanical properties after 
any heat treatment involving temperatures up to 500°C (21). Hence, the 
strengthening due to the reinforcement is not altered. Furthermore, most theories 
on composite strengthening assume some kind of bond at the interface (22). This 
bond is involved In the load transfer between reinforcement and matrix and is the 
result of a chemical reaction at the interface. Because the nature of the bond is 
chemical, a slight chemical reaction is needed to achieve a strong bond. However, 
an excessive chemical reaction may result in the degradation in strength of the 
fiber and should be avoided (21). Three different mechanisms have been 
proposed to explain the bonding at the interface. The first one assumes the 
presence of a SiOg layer between the aluminum matrix and SiC. The second 
suggests the presence of a AI3O4 layer. The third does not involve any chemical 
compound at the interface. More recently it has been shown that the latter is the 
most likely and that the interaction distance between matrix and SiCw ( including
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the interfacial reaction and diffusion) is about 50nm (23). Arsenault and Flom (24), 
using the analysis of separation of the inclusion ( 1 vol.pet SiCp) from the matrix 
under negative pressure, determined the interface bond strength to be equal to 
1690 MPa. However, some people do agree that this high bond strength is due 
to the compressive stress around the reinforcement that would induce friction type 
of forces at the interface. As heretofore said, the density of dislocation around the 
reinforcement, after solutionizing and quenching, is large (18). Thus, severe 
mechanical processing or thermal cycles are very likely to generate decohesion 
at the interface.
1.3 Bonding of 6061 aluminum/SiCo.
As mentioned before, the main application of these materials is structure- 
oriented. Moreover, sheet or tube are now easily produced. However, to build 
a MMC material structure, MMCs must be joined to themselves. The joining 
process should not weaken the material properties so that it remains cost-efficient 
in satisfying the work it has been assigned. Hence, the material should not be 
damaged nor should the weight of the structure increase during the process. Only 
few techniques are available that satisfy these specific requirements for MMC 
joining, and these techniques, together with the specific requirements for MMC 
joining , will be discussed in the next two sections.
1.3.1 Requirements for MMCs joining.
The excellent specific properties of the 6061 aluminum alloy reinforced with 
SiCp are dependent upon the presence of the reinforcement as well as on the
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precipitation of the MggSi (9). The joining process must not disturb the parti­
cle/matrix interface, nor the particle, nor the strengthening arising from 
precipitation aging.
The latter can be easily avoided by producing the joint prior to the precipitation 
aging process, which would involve the treatment of the whole structure. This 
solution allows the use of temperatures up to 500°C for aluminum matrix reinforced 
with SiCp. Beyond this temperature, it is recalled that the degradation of the SiC 
particles is likely. This solution, however, is limited since the whole structure 
should go through the precipitation hardening cycle, which could be a problem 
for a large structure. Moreover this method could not be used for repairing the 
structure, especially in space. Thus the ideal joining process would involve 
temperatures below the aging temperatures. For the 6061 aluminum alloy it 
should then remain under the 160°C limit. Such a low temperature process has 
not been reported in the current technical literature. The existing techniques stand 
then as a compromise between cost-efficient temperature and properties.
The integrity, of the interface, or the particles can be drastically damaged by an 
excessive temperature promoting the interfacial chemical reaction (25). Further­
more, the difference in thermal expansion coefficient between matrix and particle 
can induce interfacial decohesion upon quenching from excessive temperatures.
The joining pressure is (as is the joining temperature) a critical parameter 
since it enhances the dislocation density at the particle/matrix interface, which 
promotes the interfacial debonding.
The joining time must remain reasonably short for the process to be 
economical. Once again it appears logical to find a process that would not last 
more than the optimal aging time. If a joining solution is found which is compatible
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with both the aging time and temperature, one will then be able to produce the 
joint during aging. Such a process would be very attractive since it would be very 
economical for structures in which combined joining/aging is feasible.
1.3.2 Existing joining methods for MMCs.
This section is a short overview on all the processes that have been used 
to join MMCs. First, it must be noticed that many processes were undertaken and 
studied but none was fully satisfactory.
Riveting and adhesive bonding have been investigated. The former is less 
desirable because the low shear strength of most matrices makes this type of joint 
subject to failure. The latter is very attractive, especially for room-temperature 
applications where adhesives are strong. However, in many applications, the 
bond must have a good electrical or thermal conductivity, which is definitely not 
the case with adhesives. Attempts were made to weld SiC/AI composite materials 
with traditional gas metal arc or gas tungsten arc processes. These processes 
involve high temperatures to induce fusion of the material. Of course, because 
they degrade the matrix, those techniques did not yield satisfactory results, and 
a non-fusion joining technique was sought. Both low temperature diffusion 
bonding and brazing techniques have been investigated.
Low temperature diffusion bonding was first used on aluminum reinforced with 
AlgNi oriented whiskers, during the late 1960’s (26). An excellent lap shear 
strength was obtained. However, the bonding temperature was 525°C, and the 
bonding pressure was above 56Mpa (8 ksi). Furthermore this joint did not involve 
the interaction of the whiskers at the bonding interface. In effect, in discontinuous- 
ly reinforced composites, the faying surfaces prior to bonding are partially
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covered with ceramic particles, as shown for 6061 aluminum-(20 vol.pet)SiCp in 
Figure 1.5. To remove this layer inhibiting close contact, an interlayer must be 
used at the interface. Its minimum thickness should be dependent upon the size 
and geometry of the reinforcement (27). The practice of fabricating new 
composite materials by this process has been increasing, and the technique 
should become an attractive process in joining composites, if the surface 
preparation problems can be solved, and the proper interlayer found (28).
The second technique for joining MMC materials involves brazing and 
related processes. Brazing of Aluminum-silicon carbide composites has been 
investigated using aluminum binary eutectic alloys as filler metals (29). Table 1.2 
gives some examples of those filler metals.
Table 1.2: Some of Aluminum-base filler metals that have been investigated to
braze Al/SiC composites (29).







Although there is ample literature on the brazing of wrought aluminum alloys, there 
is little work on the brazeability of discontinuously reinforced aluminum metal matrix 
composites (30). Brazing is a fairly simple process. It belongs, like diffusion 
bonding, to the family of the non-fusion joining processes. Brazing involves a 
liquid phase and thus the surface preparation is not as critical as in diffusion
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Figure 1.5. Surface of Al 6061/(20 vol.%)SiCp chemically etched (X5000).
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bonding. In effect, the liquid metal fills all the "micro-crevices" that are responsible 
for surface roughness, and the contact area is increased. This phase solidifies 
upon cooling from the brazing temperature and generates the bond. However, 
the temperatures usually used (see Table 1.2) are excessively high, to preserve 
the age hardening treatment. Furthermore, most of the alloying elements used 
in the aluminum-base filler metals exhibit binary phase diagrams which include a 
eutectic and intermetallic compounds. The latter are brittle and their formation 
should be avoided. It has been noticed as well that the aluminum-base filler 
metals of composition close to the eutectic composition, embrittle the composite 
when liquid (29).
The presence of liquid phase appears very attractive since it decreases the 
amount of surface preparation and it usually does not require high bonding 
pressures. Many processes involving the liquid phase have been studied, and 
given names such as instantaneous liquid phase (ILP), eutectic bonding, or 
transient liquid phase bonding (TLP). However, those brazing related processes 
are all based on the principle described below.
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2. TRANSIENT LIQUID PHASE fTLP) BONDING.
2.1 Principle and Historical Background.
The goal of this section is twofold. In the beginning, the TLP bonding 
process is qualitatively described and then, some examples of applications to the 
Joining of MMCs are given.
Transient liquid phase bonding is a joining process that combines the ease 
of brazing and the diffusional characteristics of diffusion bonding. As in brazing, 
a liquid phase is generated at the bond interface which arises from the melting of 
an interlayer or filler metal. Unlike brazing, however, the solidification of the liquid 
filler occurs isothermally. As mentioned above, low bonding pressures are 
required (0 to 1 atm [0 to 15 psi]) to achieve a sound joint (30). This process is 
also known as diffusion-brazing or eutectic bonding. The filler metal is set 
between the faying surfaces. Its composition and its thickness are critical 
parameters since they control both the kinetics of the process and the strength of 
the bond. (Characteristics of the interlayer will be discussed later in the chapter.) 
A slight pressure is then applied to the system (substrate-filler-substrate), which 
is heated to the bonding temperature. Usually an inert atmosphere or vacuum of 
approximately 10'^ torr is used (30). At the bonding temperature, the interlayer 
material melts nearly instantaneously. The capillarity force, assuming that good
V
wetting occurs, drives the liquid into the voids between the two substrates. Then, 
depending on the temperature, the substrate and the liquid filler material, different 
mechanisms may occur. The common idea, however, is that atomic diffusion of
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the filler material into the substrates controls the isothermal solidification. The final 
result is that the bond ultimately reaches a composition and a structure close to 
that of the base materials. That is to say, a perfect continuity is achieved at the 
interface. Figure 2.1 shows the general principle of the TLP bonding.
For all the advantages stated above, this process is very attractive in the 
joining of various materials. It has been extensively used on the expensive nickel- 
base superalloys (31,32). Recently, it has been studied on many different 
systems from silver-to-silver joining with a copper interlayer (33), to aluminum- 
lithium 8090 alloy joined with a roll-cladded zinc-copper filler alloy(34). As usual, 
however, the TLP bonding started in the aerospace industry. Back in the early 
1970s’, eutectic bonding of boron-aluminum structural components with a copper 
interlayer produced high quality bonds. The bonding temperature was approxima­
tely 2550°C (35). In the later 1970s’, titanium and titanium honeycomb structures 
were achieved using TLP bonding, and once again, a copper interlayer was 
selected. The bonding temperature was 900°C (36,37). Nevertheless, this 
process has not yet been used to bond discontinuously reinforced aluminum 
matrix composites. The main reason for this is that proper selection of the 
interlayer material, allowing the bond to be produced at low matrix aging 
temperatures, has not been done.
Although not currently applied to composites, the TLP process mechanism 
Is relatively well understood, and several models are available. The following 
section recalls briefly the most widespread of these models.
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Assembly ready for bonding.
o ~6 o~ u o Heated to joining temperature.Interlayer melts
At joining temperature, the diffusion causes joint 
to isothermally solidify.
Completion of the solidification. Homogenization 
continues.
Joined assembly with completed homogenization.
Figure 2 .1. Schematic description of the TLP joining(31)
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2.2 Existing Model for the TLP Joining Process.
This section presents the model that was originally designed by Sekerka 
(38) and later studied by Ramirez (31). In this analysis the interlayer/substrate 
system is characterized by a simple eutectic phase diagram. The process is then 
believed to occur in the four different stages stated below:
- first stage: Melting of the interlayer.
- second stage: Homogenization of the liquid phase.
- third stage: Isothermal solidification.
- fourth stage: Homogenization of the solid phase.
The following section is a brief review of these four successive stages.
2.2.1 Stage one: melting of the interlayer.
The first stage is basically equivalent to the homogenization of a thin film of 
B atoms (interlayer atoms) into a finite medium of A atoms (matrix atoms). In 
effect, the diffusion of B atoms into the matrix induces the formation of a liquid 
phase at the concentration C,^, as shown on Figure 2.2. The initial and boundary 
conditions are drawn on Figure 2.3. Assuming uni-dimensional diffusion and using 
the interdiffusion coefficient for the system A-B, Fick’s second law can be written 
as:
= D Ü 5  (2.1)
where C is the concentration of B atoms and x, the distance normal to the 
interface, is measured from the initial median line of the interlayer. The solution 
function for such a common equation associated with the initial conditions
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C, Bo
Figure 2 .2 . Definition of the equilibrium concentrations given by a eutectic phase 
diagram A-B (31).
X=0
Figure 2.3. Initial condition for the homogenization of a thin film of width W ^=2h^ 
(31).
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illustrated in Figure 2.3 is a regular Gauss function, corrected by a 
pre-exponential term which is also a function of time t:
C ( x , t )  = _ A _  e ^ ° t  ( 2 . 2 )
In Equation 2.2, A is a constant and t is the time. The Equation for the 
conservation of matter makes it possible to determine easily the 
constant A (Note that WQ=2hQ is the thickness of the interlayer):
^ 0̂ 0 = J c ( x , t ) d x  ( 2 . 3 )
which, if combined with Equation 2.2 yields:
= r    0  ̂ ° ^ d x  ( 2 . 4 )
L  \ f t
o o
The integration of Equation 2.4 gives then:
CoWo ( 2 . 5 )
2 7T
The concentration profile is now totally known and is described as follows:
C ( x , t )  = e  ( 2 . 6 )
2 s/bnt.
It must be noticed that this stage usually occurs very fast, since the interlayer is 
very thin. However, this stage is not always necessary. For example, an 
interlayer of initial composition Cq, close to the eutectic concentration, would melt
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instantaneously at the bonding temperature T,̂  and this stage would not take 
place. The same mechanism would occur if the melting point of the interlayer, T^, 
was much lower than that of the matrix (as for example, the melting point of the 
gallium compared to the melting point of aluminum) and the system was heated 
above the melting temperature of the interlayer. The thin film solution just 
described will be used further, and is therefore emphasized here.
2.2.2 Stage two: homogenization of the liquid phase.
Once the interlayer is completly melted, its composition lies within the 
concentrations and 0,^ shown on Figure 2.2. Considering the fact that the 
diffusion in liquids is very rapid (the diffusion coefficient in liquids is approximately 
independent of the metals and equal to 10'"̂  cm^/s), it is logical that liquid 
homogenization occurs. This second stage involves the analysis of the diffusion 
in a system with moving boundaries. This type of problem is a derivative of 
Stefan’s problem (31,38,39,40,41 ). The following assumptions have been selected:
- uni-dimensional diffusion.
- static liquid, no convection effect.
- constant diffusion coefficient
This concerns fast diffuser atoms B so that the interdiffusion coefficient 
D(a« b) is taken equal to the diffusion coefficient of the B atoms into 
the matrix of A atoms. If this is not correct, the interdiffusion coefficient 
is then chosen and this assumption drops.
- equilibrium at the solid/liquid interface.
- semi-infinite medium.
The total concentration profile during this stage includes both the solid and the 
liquid phases. Hence, two different Fick’s laws are now required to describe the 
profile. If Z is defined as the position of the interface, at the moment t during the
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second stage (see Figure 2.4) and is measured from the position of the original 
interface, it can be written;
Dj ^  ^  ( l i q u i d :  x  < Z )  ( 2 . 7 a )
8x2 dt
D3 —  = ^  ( s o l i d :  X  > Z )  ( 2 . 7 b )
8x2 dt
where D, and are respectively the diffusion coefficients in the liquid and solid 
state. Equations 2.7a and 2.7b can be coupled with the equation of the conserva­
tion of matter:
^ = - D ,  ( | S ) ,  = ( | E ) ,  ( 2 . 8 )
The general solution obeys a regular diffusion law:
K  c .
Z = Yh Di t  w h e r e  Z„.^ = ° ° ( 2 . 9 )
^  '-'la
Wq is the initial thickness of the interlayer; is sometimes called the dissolution 
or growth constant (42) and is the solution of the next Equation:
where C., is the initial concentration of B atoms in the substrate. It must be noticed 
however, that when the ratio DJD^ is large (over 100), the term involving this ratio
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Figure 2.4. Second stage of the TLP process.
a) Initial conditions, b) Equilibrium conditions (31).
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can be neglected. It is now very easy to get the time required for homogenization 
of the liquid phase:
w ^
tg =  ( 2 . 11 )
16Yh D,
One will note that tg is only dependent on the diffusion coefficient in the liquid.
2.2.3 Stage three: isothermal solidification.
As B atoms go on diffusing into the substrate, solidification occurs since the 
concentration of the liquid decreases from the liquid/solid equilibrium concentra­
tion C|^, as shown in Figure 2.2 . The boundary conditions are drawn in Figure 2.5. 
The thinking is similar to that applied to the second stage. Fick’s law for the solid 
and the liquid gives respectively the following equations:
^  (solid: X < Z) (2.12a)
d t
£3 = 0 (liquid: x > Z) (2.12b)
o x
The solute balance provides:
(C.„-C„.) §  = -De (2.13)
Once again the general solution, if equilibrium is assumed, can be written as
















Figure 2.5. Third stage of the TLP process.
a) Initial conditions, b) Equilibrium conditions (31).
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and Yg is solution of the Equation 2.15:
y = e   l_ ( 2 . 1 5 )
'  Cia-C^i 1+ e r f  ( Y j  ^
The time of this third stage is very similar to the one necessary to complete stage 
two:
t 3  = ________... ( 2 . 1 6 )
16 Yl D,
The time tg necessary to complete this third stage should be much larger than the 
one relative to the second stage since it involves the diffusion coefficient in the 
solid phase. In effect the term y is only a correction factor, and does not change 
too much with temperature; it actually remains in the same order of magnitude.
The fourth stage is classical homogenization that deals with the diffusion in 
solid only.
2.2.4. Fourth stage: homogenization of the solid phase.
Of course this stage is the most time-consuming, since it involves the solid 
state only. It is the one that provides the "continuity" of the concentration at the 
interface, that is to say, if the sample is held at temperature for a long enough 
time, one could not be able to detect any change in concentration across the initial 
interface. The solution to this final stage that has been provided (31) assumes a 
layer of thickness 2h and of concentration 0 ,̂, which remains at the interface at 
the end of the isothermal solidification. Hence, this problem can be considered 
as the homogenization of a thin film and the exponential solution Equation 2.6, is 
satisfactory, especially when long times are involved.
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This model yields excellent results for the boron-nickel system or the silver- 
copper system. However, in some cases and especially at low temperature, it is 
expected to be insufficient. In effect, drastic changes in diffusion mechanisms may 
occur that may alter completely the latter sequence.
2.3 Different Possibilities of Diffusion Mechanisms.
Two factors principally affect and alter the previous model when considering 
the low temperature TLP joining of MMC materials . First the low temperature 
enhances the effect of short circuit diffusion and second, the high density of the 
planar interfaces and dislocations in MMC increases the contribution of the short 
circuit diffusion so much that the lattice diffusion of B atoms in the solid or liquid 
phase in the matrix of A atoms, becomes negligible. In the present section, the 
effects of enhanced diffusion and grain boundary attack by the liquid interlayer are 
assessed.
The lattice diffusion coefficient Dg is a function of the temperature and 
follows the traditional exponential law:
Ds = Do e RT (2.17)
where Qg is known as the activation energy for the inter-diffusion of B atoms and 
A atoms. However, short-circuit diffusion is another mechanism for diffusion 
which competes with the lattice diffusion. The grain boundaries and interphase 
boundaries, for example, are high diffusivity paths. The activation energy for 
grain-boundary diffusion is close to QJ2, which implies that at low temperatures 
(Tm/2) the grain-boundary diffusion is the main mechanism. As a result, the
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measurement of the penetration yields an apparent diffusion coefficient D^pp, 
which is a combination of the contribution of both lattice and grain-boundary 
diffusion.
Another factor which shifts the transport mechanism towards short circuit 
diffusion is the density of these high diffusion paths. The respective contribution 
of lattice and short circuit diffusion can be assessed through the model that 
follows. Considering square grains of individual surface area equal to d^, and 
boundaries of width 6 , as shown in Figure 2.6, the total flux across a section of 
unit surface area is
'̂ app ~ Jp"
where, J, is proportional to the fraction of lattice area A,, and to Dg, while Jpoundaries 
is proportional to the fraction of boundary area A^ and to (where A^4-Ag=1). 
Moreover, it can be easily shown that.
—  which can be written A„ = 1 - ^d ® d
Then, the two contributions are equal only if,
Ab Db = A, D, ( 2 . 1 9 )
and this condition yields: 25 _
"d ■ dT T d;
( 2 . 2 0 )
Further, at low temperature D,̂  > > Dg thus, Equation 2.20 can be written as
follows: ^
^  ^  ( 2 . 21 )
d D,
At low temperature the grain boundary diffusion coefficient is much higher than the
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lattice diffusion coefficient and the contribution of boundary diffusion cannot be 
neglected. It induces at low temperatures, an apparent diffusion coefficient much 
higher than the one for lattice diffusion. Hence, it is obvious that a change in 
effective grain size has a tremendous impact on the apparent diffusion. In 
discontinuously reinforced metal matrix composites, this effective grain size is 
expected to be a lot smaller that the actual grain size. Thus, the contribution of 
the short circuit diffusion is expected to remain the dominant mechanism even at 
high temperatures. Assuming that the reinforcement/matrix interface is a high 
diffusivity path, we can assess the relative contribution of the lattice and the short 
circuit diffusion for a given volume fraction (Vf), aspect ratio and mean size (a) of 
the reinforcement. For particulates the aspect ratio is unity, and if they are 
homogeneously spaced as shown in Figure 2.7, the fraction of boundary area per 
unit surface area is:
. ‘J h  .  h(a+b)2 a (a+b)2 a^ a^
and where Lf is the linear fraction of reinforcement, Af is the surface
fraction of the reinforcement and is equal to Lf .̂
The fraction of lattice area per unit of surface area is:
A, = ^ a b ( l + l / L ; )  ^ ^
( a + b ) 2  ( a + b ) 2
the two contributions are now equal only if:
2
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Figure 2.7. Lattice model with reinforcements homogeneously distributed, 
to assess the contribution of the diffusion via interfaces.
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This equation is similar to Equation 2.21 and it shows that the density of 
highdiffusion paths is much higher if interfaces are considered instead of taking 
into account grain-boundaries only. It should be noticed as well that, for a 
discontinuously reinforced metal matrix composite material, the density of those 
high diffusivity paths is independent of the actual grain size and depends on the 
volume fraction and the mean size of the reinforcement. The model described in 
figure 2.6 can be used with discontinuously reinforced composite materials. 
However, all the high diffusivity paths must be taken into account; that is to say, 
that effective grains of size d , much smaller than the regular grain size d, must 
be used. The effective grains are thus virtual grains, which can be defined as the 
smallest volume of the material completely surrounded by high diffusivity paths. 
Furthermore, the density of short circuits for diffusion should increase since the 
lattice exhibits as mentioned in Chapter 1, a high dislocation density which divides 
the matrix into submicron subgrains. Thus, the contribution of short circuit 
diffusion, even if it is always large in MMGs, is highly dependent on the thermo­
mechanical history of the material.
All these considerations are related to the solid state. However, if a liquid 
phase is involved, it should follow the same high diffusivity paths.
The penetration of the liquid phase into the grain boundaries has been noticed for 
many different systems such as nickel-boron (31), nickel-bismuth (42,43), steel- 
lithium (44), and aluminum-gallium (44,45,46,47). This results in liquid metal 
induced embrittlement. Two different mechanisms have been proposed so far. 
The first one, grain boundary wetting, is a common mode of intergranular attack 
in systems in which the lower melting point component is relatively insoluble in the 
solid, but the solid has an appreciable solubility in the liquid (43). This is only
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possible if yqq > that is, if the surface energy of the boundary is at least 
twice the surface energy of the matrix/liquid interface. The mean depth of 
penetration increases linearly with time. Otherwise, this attack is controlled by the 
diffusion of the liquid into the grain-boundaries. The mean depth of penetration 
increases with the square root of time and a diffusion coefficient D, can be 
assessed. Those two different mechanisms are drawn schematically in Figure 2.8.
All these changes in diffusion mechanism imply that some of the main 
assumptions of the existing model for TLP are incorrect. The diffusion occurs in 
two dimensions. The liquid is not static and the solid/liquid interface is not 
constant but time-dependent. Those differences are schematically drawn on 
Figure 2.9. The sequence of the process is then drastically altered.
2.4 Selection Criteria for the Interlaver.
The choice of the proper interlayer is the key to TLP joining. The interlayer 
should be suitable for the TLP joining of the material of interest. It should allow 
low temperature joining in reasonable times. It should not weaken the base 
material and, it should provide a good joint strength.
In this section, the characteristics of the interlayer for TLP bonding are discussed.
2.4.1 Characteristics of the binary phase diagram.
In most real cases, the matrix is at least a ternary alloy and thus the a multi- 
component phase diagram should be used to determine the phases present and 
the equilibrium concentrations for a given temperature. However, to simplify the 
explanation, the selection of the interlayer is discussed in term of a binary phase
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Figure 2.8. Schematic illustration of the two modes of grain-boundary penetration 
by a liquid metal (42).
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b) boundary diffusion for the liquid and the solid phase.
Figure 2.9. Different mechanisms for the TLP joining.
a) no grain boundary penetration, b) Boundary infiltration.
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diagram. The base metal of the matrix is called A and the alloying element for the 
interlayer is called B. The interlayer is then defined by its initial composition Cq in 
B atoms. The element B is chosen so that the phase diagram A-B exhibits a low 
temperature liquidus that must be reached at the bonding temperature. Many 
different phase diagrams are suitable, such as an isomorphous phase diagram or 
a phase diagram which presents a eutectic or a peritectic at a temperature below 
the melting point of the base metal. Moreover, a high enough solubility of B 
atoms in A metal is needed to allow the isothermal solidification and the 
homogenization within the solid phase. For example, silicon would not be 
suitable, although it presents a low temperature eutectic as shown in Figure 1.3, 
because silicon is insufficiently soluble in aluminum at 580°C.
2.4.2 Kinetics considerations.
Stage three and four of the previous model are the most time consuming 
since they both involve the diffusion in solid. There are, however, three ways to 
accelerate the process. The first one is to select an alloying element B for the 
interlayer which is characterized by low equilibrium concentrations and C,^. The 
second way is to choose a fast diffuser. The last one is to decrease the initial 
thickness of the interlayer Wq. A minimal thickness is, required to achieve a 
sound joint.
2.4.3 Joint strength.
It has been previously mentioned that a minimal thickness is needed to
generate enough liquid to compensate for the substrate roughness. In MMCs,
the layer of reinforcement particulates must be completely buried (27). Further-
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more, the phase diagram A-B should not present any intermetallic compounds for 
concentrations below Cq. These intermetallic phases are brittle and weaken the 
material, which inhibits joint strength.
The interlayer should not embrittle irreversibly while it is liquid.
As mentioned in the previous section, the liquid phase is expected to invade the 
grain boundaries. If this liquid phase in the boundaries is transient during the 
process, the embrittlement is then referred as reversible; otherwise it is 
permanent and the joint is useless.
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3. THE ALUMINUM-GALLIUM SYSTEM.
Gallium is a normal impurity of bauxite and up to 0.01 weight percent 
gallium finds its way into commercial aluminum. There is a lot of interest in 
As(GaAI) compound for its semiconductor properties and a little in the Ga-ln-Sn 
alloys as lubricants in machining aluminum. Gallium is the only element that 
provides an ideal phase diagram for the TLP bonding of aluminum. However it is 
well known to be an embrittler, since it readily penetrates aluminum grain 
boundaries. This short chapter is a summary on all the available information 
needed for the understanding of the TLP bonding process involving this system.
3.1 Aluminum-Gallium Binarv Phase Diagram.
According to most reports (48, 49, 50, 51) gallium and aluminum form a 
single eutectic microconstituant. The most updated Al-Ga phase diagram is 
provided by Willeg (51) or Mondolfo (50) and is shown In Figure 3.1. The eutectic 
composition stands close to the gallium end of the diagram at 98 weight percent 
Ga at 27.5°C. The solubility of gallium is very large. It is about 20 wt.pct at room 
temperature and decreases with increasing temperatures. The solubility of 
aluminum in gallium is very limited. Table 3.1 presents the equilibrium 
concentrations C,^ and as they are shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Aluminum-gallium phase diagram (51).
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Table 3.1. Equilibrium concentrations for different temperatures (47),
T ("C ) C,„(wt.pct) C,„(at.pct) C^,(wt.pct) C^,(at.pct)
150 91 80 20 8.8
200 86 70 19 8.3
250 84 67 18 7.8
300 76 56 17 7.3
350 74 52 16 6.8
400 66 43 15 6.4
500 52 29 13 5.4
3.2 Diffusion of Solid and Liquid Gallium into Aluminum.
3.2.1 Interdiffusion coefficient of gallium and aluminum.
There is only little literature available on the interdiffusion coefficient for the 
gallium-aluminum system. The interdiffusion coefficient for the system A-B 
(designated D in the previous sections), is recalled to be defined as (19):
(3.1)
where and Xg are the atomic fractions of A and B in the alloy, and and Dg 
are the chemical or intrinsic diffusivity of respectively, A in B and, B in A. Peterson 
and Roth man report (52) that the activation energy and the pre exponential term 
for impurity diffusion of gallium in aluminum are respectively 122 kJ/mol (29.24 
kcal/mol) and 0.49 cm^/s. The activation energy for self-diffusion of aluminum 
ranges from 120 to 142kJ/mol (28.8 to 34 kcal/mol) depending on the method of 
measurement. The gallium atom has the same valence as aluminum; however, it
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is larger, and thus the size effect should decrease the enthalpy of vacancy 
formation which enhances the diffusion of the solute relative to the self diffusion f 
the solvent. Nevertheless it was reported (52) that there is no systematic variation 
of the activation energy for the impurity diffusion with the position of the solute 
atom in the periodic table since gold, zinc, cadmium, gallium, germanium and 
antimony all diffuse in aluminum with an activation energy between 120 and 125 
kJ/mol (28 and 30 kcal/mol).
Since gallium is liquid in the temperature range of interest. Equation 3.1 does not 
help much. It is possible to predict that the interdiffusion coefficient will increase 
with the amount of gallium. In effect, the diffusion coefficient is usually assumed 
to be the same for all metals just below the melting point and the melting point for 
gallium is much lower than for aluminum, thus for a given temperature the 
diffusion of aluminum in gallium is much faster than the diffusion of gallium in 
aluminum. However, for dilute solutions (X^>>Xb) may be replaced by Dg.
3.2.2 Grain boundary diffusion of gallium in aluminum.
As mentioned in the previous section, there is a large solubility of gallium 
in aluminum and no solubility of aluminum into gallium, therefore, the grain 
boundary attack by the liquid gallium is not controlled by the wetting mechanism 
but by the diffusion mechanism (43, 53). This observation is interesting since 
gallium wets perfectly aluminum. The diffusion coefficient for the diffusion of liquid 
gallium into the grain boundary of aluminum has been reported by Elbaum (47). 
The claimed value which has been confirmed (44,45,46) is 10'^cm^/s. The 
corresponding activation energy was found to be 42kJ/mol (9.4kcal/mol). Thus, 
the diffusion is very rapid and the liquid can make its way through the substrate
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very quickly. It is possible, however, to avoid or control this penetration by 
limiting the amount of gallium. Moreover, it must be kept in mind that the large 
gallium solubility in aluminum implies that the grain boundary penetration is 
reversible since the amount C^j of the gallium atoms within the boundary can be 
absorbed by the grain.
As far as the solid state boundary diffusion of gallium in aluminum is concerned, 
it has been roughly evaluated by Ichinose (53) to be equal to 53kJ/mol (12.6 
kcal/mol).
3.3 Mechanical Properties of Gallium-Strengthened Aluminum.
Addition of a few per cent gallium hardens and strengthens aluminum 
without damaging the ductility. Borchers (54), showed that 2 at.pet gallium 
increases the strength of aluminum by a factor of 1.7. Figure 3.2 exhibits the 
mechanical properties of this system for low gallium concentrations. It is 
interesting to notice that this system does not respond to heat treatment; nor does 
the Al-Ga-Si ternary system. However the Al-Ga-Mg ternary system can be age 


































Figure 3.2. Mechanical properties of the aluminum-gallium system (54)
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4. KINETICS STUDY; EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA ANALYSIS.
4.1 Experimental Procedure.
4.1.1 The materials.
In this experimental work, bonds were made using a 20 volume percent 
SiCp reinforced 6061 aluminum alloy as base material. This composite material 
was provided by Martin Marietta Astronautics Group, Denver Division. The image 
analysis of the optical micrograph shown in Figure 4.1 has, however, provided 
a volume fraction of 28pct. Further informations as to the mean size of the 
particulates and their average aspect ratio were provided as well by this technique. 
The resulting values are reported in Table 4.1.


















0.29 1.83 1.11 1.49
The composite is known to be first cast then hot-rolled. The total reduction 
factor of the as-casted section was about 800. The final product is a sheet of 
thickness 1mm (0.0040 in). The exact processing parameters are the private 
property of D.W.A Corporation, and are thus unknown. Specimens were 
sectioned form the initial composite sheet using small dimensions to conserve this
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10 um
Figure 4.1. S.E.M micrograph of the as polished Al 6061/(20 vol.%)SiCp 
used in this study. X1000.
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expensive material (0.004 by 0.25 by 1 in, 1 by 6.35 by 25.4 mm). The lap joint 
specimen geometry is shown in Figure 4.2. Each specimen half was mechanically 
polished on one side with 240 grit SiC grinding paper and rinsed in acetone for 
five minutes.
The 99.9wt.pct pure gallium interlayer was painted on the surface to be 
bonded as is schematically shown in Figure 4.2. An uniform coating can 
effectively be achieved using this elementary technique. Gallium readily wets the 
substrate once the oxide layer has been removed, although, small non-wetted 
areas may remain. Figure 4.3 shows a non-wetted area as well as the surface of 
the coating, which appears to be actually very smooth. The coating temperature 
was about 28°G. The faying surfaces were rubbed against each other to decrease 
the initial thickness of the interlayer. This technique enabled the establishment of 
a consistent gallium interlayer thickness. A interlayer thickness was experimentally 
varied ranging from 20 to 100 /im with an average of 50 jL/m. It is interesting to 
notice that the 600 grit paper allows to decrease this average thickness to 12 ^m. 
To limit the grain boundary penetration at low temperatures, the specimen 
assembly was instantaneously cooled with ice. This experimental procedure 
provides the initial boundary conditions. The initial concentration of the inter layer 
is CQ=100pct gallium, while the substrate contains no gallium, C^=0.
4.1.2 Completion of the joints.
The specimens prepared as mentioned above were stored in a freezer 
below 0°C. They were then placed in a furnace preheated at a previously 
calibrated joining temperature. The following temperatures were investigated: 150, 
200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, and 600°C. To guarantee that no liquid remains
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Figure 4.2. Geometry of the composite substrate and of the joint.
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Figure 4.3. S.E.M micrographs of the gallium coating achieved by painting.
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after the joining process, long joining time of 24 and 48 hours were applied. 
The bonded specimens were then removed from the furnace and air-cooled.
4.1.3 Compositional analysis.
The bonded specimens were then cut with a diamond saw, so that the 
sectioned surface was perpendicular to the bond interface. The specimens, once 
cut, were mounted into bakelite. It was necessary that no liquid remained in the 
substrate during specimen mounting (which heats the sample to 200°C). In effect, 
the liquid rapidly migrates through the sample boundaries at 200°C which could 
lead to incorrect measurements. The next step was the mechanical polishing of 
the surface perpendicular to the bond interface. It included grinding from a 
sequence of coarse-grit (240) silicon carbide paper to fine grit paper (600). Final 
surface preparation involved polishing with 1.0 um  aluminum-oxide solution and 
finally with a 0.05 jum colloidal silica solution.
With the S.E.M, X-ray measurements across the bonded interface were used to 
quantify concentrations of gallium. Numerous measurements were made for each 
of the several distances from the original interface x, as shown on Figure 4.4. The 
average was then computed. The concentration of gallium was then plotted as a 
function of the distance from the original interface, and concentration profiles were 




Figure 4.4. Technique used for the compositional measurement.
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4.2 Analysis of the Concentration Profiles.
4.2.1 Measurement of the original thickness of the interlayer W^.
If the initial concentration of the interlayer Cq is known, then the
conservation of matter yields;
= J C ( x , t )  d x
where the integrand of the equation represents exactly the area below the 
concentration profile. Hence evaluating this area from the experimental profiles, 
for each of the different bonding conditions, enables one to readily determinate 
the original thickness Wq. For this purpose, statistic paper was used and the 
experimental variance for this measurement was evaluated to be approximately five 
percent. In the next section, because the bond interface is a symmetry plane, the 
half thickness hQ will be used instead of Wq. Section a) of Figures 4.5 to 4.12 
show the concentration profiles relative respectively to the bonding temperatures 
ranging from 600 to 150°C. Other experimental profiles can be found in the 
Appendix. The experimental measurements can be found in Table 4.2.
4.2.2 Semi-log plots.
Semi-log plots are here defined as the natural logarithm of the gallium 
concentration plotted as a function of the squared distance from the bond 
interface. They are drawn from the experimental concentration profiles and are 
shown in Section b) of Figures 4.5 to 4.12.
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Figure 4.5. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 600°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Figure 4.6. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 500°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Figure 4.7. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 400°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Figure 4.8. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vo!.%) SiCp composite in
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Figure 4.9. The penetration of gallium Into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SIC„ composite
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Figure 4.10. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
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Figure 4.11. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 200°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Figure 4.12. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiC. composite in
48 hours at 150°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Table 4.2. Experimental Results.








600 24 3.10'G 4.5
500 24 5.10'S 4.6
400 24 3.10’^° 4.7
350 48 7.10"^° 21 264 307 17 4.8
350 24 8.10' i° 13.5 190 197 3.6 A.1
300 48 2.10‘"'° 13 164 178 8.5 4.9
300 24 4.10'^° 16.8 216 229 12 A.2
300 24 2 .10‘“'° 16.2 228 221 3 A.3
300 48 4.10'^° 17.5 245 239 2 A.4
250 24 1.10-9 17 187 219 17 4.10
250 24 2 .10-''̂ 1.7 22 A.5
250 48 2.1 O’"'̂ 4.5 51 58 12.5 A.6
250 52 4.10‘ ‘'° 15 184 194 5.1 A.7
200 48 4.10-'’^ 5.9 63 71 8.8 4.11
200 24 9.10-''^ 8 81 96 15.6 A .8
150 48 7.10'i° 25 291 284 2.4 4.12
150 24 2.1 O’ ’'̂ 3.1 40 36 11 A.9
150 24 15.1 9.6 96 110 12 A.10
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In effect, if one considers the two last stages of the model developed by Ramirez 
(31), then the logarithm of the concentration plotted in Figure 4.13 should be a 
linear function of the distance squared as it was explained in section 2.2.4. In 
other words the two first stages of the traditional model are very short and leave 
the system with the following boundary conditions:
- At the interface an homogenized liquid phase of known width Wq.(Cq/C|^) 
and concentration C|^.
- The two final stages are then fully controlled by the diffusion in solids. 
The boundary conditions and the diffusion equation of this problem are identical 
to the homogenization of a thin film described by Equation (2.6) in section 2.2.4. 
Then, for a given time, a linear semi-log plot is expected:
L n [  C ( x )  ] = B -  ( 4 . 1 )
where B is a constant. Furthermore, the slope which is provided should yield the 
apparent diffusion coefficient.
The semi-log plots for temperatures up to 400°C Figures 4.7 to 4.12, exhibit an 
unexpected behavior. All of them are characterized by two different lines. Within 
a distance hg%p from the original interface, a linear relationship is obtained, while 
beyond this distance another linear relationship with a larger slope is revealed. 
The difference in the two slopes is quite significant. The transition distances called 






Figure 4.13, a) Boundary conditions at the end of the second stage of Ramirez’s 
model (31 ) and concentration profile as a function of time, b) 
Corresponding semi-log plot.
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4.2.3 The Arrhenius plot.
For temperatures above 400°C, a linear plot can be drawn as expected, 
and from these plots a lattice diffusion coefficient can be determinate.
For temperatures below 400°C, an apparent diffusion coefficient can be 
determined by considering only the second linear part of the semi-log plots, 
(distances beyond h^^p). Table 4.2 shows, for each temperature, the calculated 
diffusion coefficients. Once the diffusion coefficient is known for a wide range of 
temperatures, it is possible to present the data using an Arrhenius plot. The 
linearity of the relationship should confirm that those numbers are apparent 
diffusion coefficients and provides as well the activation energy for diffusion. The 
diffusion mechanism is thermally activated which implies that the logarithm of the 
diffusion coefficient should be a linear function of the inverse of the temperature, 
as it is mathematically modeled in Equation 2.6.
The resulting Arrhenius plot is shown on Figure 4.14. For all the temperatures, 
(except 250°C where a large variance existed and the average was considered), 
the largest experimental values of the diffusion coefficient were used.
One must notice, first the bi-linearity of the relationship as well as the 
striking change of slope around 450°C.
For the lowest temperatures, an activation energy of 35kJ/mol (8.35 kcal/mol) was 
calculated. This low value can not be related to lattice diffusion but to short circuit 
diffusion. Moreover, as expected, the high diffusivity path transport is the 
dominant mechanism up to relatively high temperatures (450°C) which reveals that 
the density of the short circuits paths for diffusion is high. The pre exponential 
term, (usually called DJ has been measured and determinated to be 
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(28.8 kcal/mol) and a pre exponential term of 2.5 cm^/s have been measured. 
These values are extremely close to the ones reported for the impurity diffusion of 
gallium in aluminum which was reported to be 122kJ/mol (29.24 kcal/mol) (52). 
Hence these data can be related to the activation energy for the interdiffusion of 
gallium into aluminum.
It must be noticed that the apparent activation energy for low temperatures is less 
than one third of the value for lattice diffusion.
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5. DISCUSSION AND MODEL
The semi-log plots (Figure 4.7b to 4.12b) exhibit two linear regions. An 
apparent diffusion coefficient, which is comparable to the impurity diffusion of 
gallium in aluminum at high temperatures, can be obtained from the second linear 
portion of the plots. In the light of the above observations, it is believed that the 
distance hg^p, measured from these semi-log plots, corresponds to the 
maximum penetration of the liquid into the boundaries. To understand the 
observed experimental data, a new model has been developed which 
incorporates the boundary diffusion of the liquid phase, and this model is 
discussed in the following sections. The final section discusses the correlation 
between data and model.
5.1 Phenomenological Description.
In a first stage, the liquid is expected to penetrate the grain boundaries and 
all the high diffusivity paths. All the "effective grains", which are defined in Section 
2.3 (they are recalled to be defined as the average volume of the matrix fully 
surrounded by high diffusivity paths) are then surrounded by a thin film of liquid 
in equilibrium with the matrix. It must be kept in mind that the "effective grain" is 
a virtual volume of the matrix that takes into account all the high diffusivity paths. 
The penetration stops when the liquid source, which is fully characterized by the 
initial concentration and thickness of the interlayer, is depleted. The penetration 
reaches, after a time t.,, a final value h., measured from the middle interlayer at
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t=0. Since this stage is controlled by the diffusion of the liquid, the time t̂  
necessary to complete it, is expected to be very short. Furthermore, the 
"effective grains" are small (1 j jm or less) in MMC materials and, they are 
surrounded by the liquid phase so that the concentration of the interlayer element 
within the "effective grains" should be homogenized at C^, (see Figure 5.1) at the 
end of the first stage, even if this homogenization is controlled by lattice diffusion. 
In discussion to follow, this stage will be called liquid metal infiltration.
The second stage involves the depletion of the liquid from the boundaries 
and is controlled by the apparent diffusion of B atoms into the matrix beyond h.,. 
In effect, the apparent diffusion coefficient which takes into account both the lattice 
and the short-circuit-diffusion, (and which has been measured in the previous 
chapter as indicated in Figure 4.14) must be used.
The third and final stage corresponds to the homogenization of a thin film 
of width 2h.| and concentration C^j.
5.2 Stage 1 : Liquid Gallium Infiltration.
5.2.1 Model for the infiltration.
This section describes the nature of the homogenization of the matrix at the 
equilibrium concentration C^i that takes place over a distance h., during the 
infiltration of the liquid metal.
The penetration distance of the liquid in the boundary is a function of 
the time t.
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Figure 5.1. Schematic illustration of gallium penetration in composite.
a) transport in microstructure b)concentration profile as a function of 
of the distance x.
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This relationship is given by the following equation,
( 5 . 1 )
where origin of time is chosen as the time where the interlayer is completely 
melted, and y is the dissolution constant solution of Equation 2.10. Table 5.1 
gives the different values of y for the aluminum-gallium system and for 
temperatures ranging from 150 to 350°C.
Table 5.1. Dissolution constants computed from equation (2.10).
Temperature (°C) 150 200 250 300 350 400 500
Dissolution 
constant y
0.14 0.21 0.24 0.34 0.37 0.47 0.60
As the liquid advances along the boundary, a small amount of aluminum is 
dissolved at the penetration front. The aluminum content is homogenized within 
the liquid very quickly. This mechanism is similar to the second stage of the model 
developed by Ramirez (39). However, in this case, the liquid is not static and the 
liquid/solid interface area is not constant. The homogenized concentration is the 
equilibrium concentration given by the phase-diagram, 0,^. The penetration at the 
time t is drawn on Figure 5.1. It must be noticed that all the "effective grains" will 
be partially dissolved and that the closer these are from the original interface, the 
more "eroded" they become. It is assumed in the sections below that the width 
of the liquid film in the boundary is constant and this width is called 5 ’. The 
infiltration stops when the gallium at the interface is depleted.
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It is now possible to estimate the flux of liquid in the boundary as,
Jb(S) = | | C i ,  ( 5 . 2 )
the derivative of Equation 5.1 gives,
and the velocity of the penetration front can be deduced from the above 
relationship:
^ 2y^D, ( 5 . 4 )
^  ~ r ~
It is now assumed that the velocity of the liquid flow at the position x, where x<^, 
is defined by the following relationship:
dx  ̂ 2y^P^ ( 5 . 5 )
^  X
which is compatible with the boundary conditions stated below:
at t = 0 ( 0 ) ^ 0 whereas v(x=0) ^ ooat
at t, v(x=f) = -||(t)
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The flux of liquid into the boundary is then
J,(x) = (5-6)
Now, every effective grain at the position x<^(t) is completely surrounded by the
liquid film. The effective grain is in equilibrium with the liquid so that a one
dimensional diffusion model can be used. The boundary conditions for this
diffusional problem are stated below:
C(y,0)=0 and C(0,t)=C^,
C(oo,t)=0
An error function can be used to describe the concentration profile through the 
effective grain. However, if this model is selected, one must use an effective grain 
size smaller than the one computed from the density of the high diffusivity paths. 
This corrected size does not alter the order of magnitude in any way. If the square 
effective grains model is used again as in Figure 2.6, one will need to consider the 
homogenization over a distance equal to the fourth of the effective grain sized in 
order to use the one dimensional approximation. A schematic of this explanation 
is shown in Figure 5.2. At the liquid/matrix interface, the concentration will remain 
equal to C^,, since the equilibrium is assumed. Hence the concentration profile is:
C(y,-c) = 1 - erf (---1 ) ] (5.7)2 y n r r
where t  is the time that an effective grain spends in equilibrium with the liquid. 
This time is, of course, a function of the distance x from the interface so that the 
concentration profile becomes a function of both x and y.











Figure 5.2. Square grain model and concentration profile in the boundary as a 
function of y.
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a portion dx of the boundary of width 6 ’ is used as a starting point. The equation 
that results from Figure 5.3 was first used by Fisher (55) in his model for grain 
boundary diffusion. It can be written;
( 5 - 8 )
However, it was assumed above that for x<$, the concentration in the boundary 
is homogenized and thus remains constant during the infiltration. Therefore dC/dt 
is equal to zero. The derivative of equation (5.6) provides:
^  _  2 y ^ D i C io, ( 5 . 9 )
Now, it is assumed that it is possible to write the flux Jy from the boundary to the 
matrix as,
Jy = J(y)-g(x) (5.10)
where g(x) is a correction function that accounts for the difference of time t (x ) 
spent in equilibrium with the matrix, as a function of the position from the initial 
interface. If the maximum infiltration distance in the boundary is h ,̂ as drawn in 
Figure 5.4, then the time t (x ) spent in equilibrium with the matrix for x<h^ can be 
determined using equation (5.3):
T i ( x )  = t ( h ^ )  - t ( x )  = —1---- (5.11)




J x  +
dx
Figure 5.3. Mass balance in the boundary as modeled by Fisher (55).
t(x)
Figure 5.4. Time t (x ) spent in equilibrium with the matrix as a function of x.
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conditions:
a j . ( x=0 ) 0 <=>- Jy(x = 0) ^ 0 thus, g(x = 0) ^ oo
It is now easy to find out a solution for g(x):
g(x) = -2 Ü  (5.12)
X̂
One needs now to relate Equation 5.7 to Equation 5.8 using Ficks’s first law,
Jy = -Os ^(y=0) = (5.13)
1
where y =0  defines the interface matrix/liquid for a given distance x from the 
interface. From Equation 5.13 one can deduce:
but from Equation 5.7 it can be obtained:
and the combination of these two last equations yields:
C(x,y) = C.1 erfc[y" ^  ^  -f- ^ ] (5.16)
s ^al - X^
Clearly, the use of this equation requires the knowledge of the maximum 
infiltration distance h^. The next section provides a model for the determination of 
this parameter.
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5.2.2 Depth of the infiltration.
Assuming once again that both the matrix and the liquid phase are 
homogenized at the equilibrium concentrations, C ,̂ and C,  ̂ respectively, the 
solute balance provides a solution for the maximum infiltration distance. If X, is the 
area fraction of the liquid phase, the conservation of matter between the initial 
moment t=0  and the time needed to complete this first stage is schematically 
drawn on Figure 5.5 and can be written as:
Co h, = [X, + (i-Xi) c^j.h, (5.17)
If it is further assumed that the width of the liquid film is independent from the 
position X, the area fraction of the liquid phase can be written as the area fraction 
of the boundary, that is:
(5.18)
where 5’ is the width of the liquid film in the boundary used in the previous section 
and, d ’ is the effective grain size estimated from the density of the high diffusivity 
paths.
A first approximation is to assume that X,<<1, so that the maximum penetration 
distance can be evaluated by the equation below:
d'
The maximum infiltration distance can be now easily related to the initial concentra­
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Figure 5.5. Conservation of the matter between the initial moment and the end of 
the first stage.
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5.1.3 Time of the infiltration.
The time necessary to complete this first stage t ( h j is deduced from 
Equations 5.11 and 5.18:
As this stage is controlled by the diffusion in the liquid phase, it is very rapid. If 
the conditions D,=10'^cm^/s and W^= 20 Â m are assumed and, using the 
equilibrium concentrations and the dissolution constants shown respectively in 
Tables 3.1 and 5.1, then t.,(150''C)= 150s and t^(500°C)= 23.7s.
5.1.4 Results of the model for the infiltration.
This section utilizes the model described above and the diffusion data 
presented in Section 4, to show that the homogenization of the matrix during the 
first stage is very likely.
All the parameters involved in Equation 5.7 are known. One needs, however, to 
evaluate the effective grain size d' which is the basis of the model. Using the 
square-grained model shown on Figure 5.6a and 5.6b, and the knowledge, that 
for temperatures below 450°C, the boundary diffusion controls the atomic 
transport (see Figure 4.14) it is possible to evaluate the effective grain size.
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a) ^  d ’ ->
b)
Figure 5.6. Square grain model
a) Model accounting for the density of high diffusivity paths.
(Dg is considered), b) Square grain model in reinforcement free 
matrix. (D^pp is considered).
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If the boundary diffusion controls the atomic transport and nominal grain size is 
considered, one can write for the nomimal grain:
> > ^  (5.21)d D,
Now using the same thinking for the effective grain one can say that the apparent 
lattice diffusion, measured from Figure 4.14, (which corresponds to the boundary 




< < 26 fzf (5.23)
One must notice that the inequality given as Equation 5.23 gives an upper limit for 
the effective grain size d,. Ô can be estimated to be of the order of the Amstrong 
and if one assumes that the measured activation energy for lattice diffusion is 
constant down to 150°C then:
d ’< < 0.7 jjm
It is now possible to write
y = rd/ < < 2r6^f£P (5.24)
Where r is the fraction of the effective grain. The nominal grain size d was 
evaluated from the micrograph shown in Figure 5.7 to be 250^ni. This conceptual 
approach shows that this infiltration mechanism is not dependent on the nominal 
grain size but on the volume fraction of the reinforcement and on the dislocation
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200 pm
Figure 5.7. Optical micrograph of the 6061 aluminum/Sic
the grain size. Keller’s etch and polarized light.
used to determinate
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density as well. Figure 5.8 shows the 2D-concentration profile obtained from 
Equation 5.16. The initial thickness of the interlayer was chosen equal to 20^ni; 
the temperature was 150°C. It is recalled that this profile is a lower limit. The 
homogenization actually occurs if and only if the amount of gallium which has 
penetrated the effective grain of size d ’ is at least equal to the amount of gallium 
that would be present in at the equilibrium concentration over a distance d ’/4. 
This principle is shown in Figure 5.9. For higher temperatures the homogenization 
is even more obvious. This model that does not have the pretension to be exact, 
but it does attempt to explain why it is possible to homogenize the lattice at the 
equilibrium concentration during the rapid infiltration of the boundary by the liquid 
gallium.
5.3 Stage 2: Depletion of the Liquid Phase from the Boundaries.
When stage one is completed the substrate on each side of the original 
interface presents the following characteristics shown on Figure 5.9:
1. Liquid and solid phase coexist and are in equilibrium over a distance h .̂
2. The lattice is homogenized at the equilibrium concentration C ,̂.
3. The liquid is present in the grain boundaries and interfaces at the 
equilibrium concentration 0,^ and the area fraction of liquid is X,.
4. For distances x above h., the matrix is gallium free.
Therefore, a large concentration gradient located at the position x=h^ drives 
gallium atoms into the gallium free matrix, decreasing the gallium concentration 
in the homogenized lattice for x<h^. This process enables the decrease of the 

















Figure 5.8. Two-dimensional concentration profile provided by equation (5.16).
X is the distance from the interface and y is represented as the per 
percent ( 100.r see Equation 5.24) of the effective grain size d'.
Half initial thickness hQ=10/im, Temperature T^^=150°C.
T-3914 8 6
'Ga If A<B then the effective grain is homogenized.
dV4
Figure 5.9. Principle for homogenization criteria.
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boundary to the grain interior to make up for the loss of solute atoms in the lattice. 
Hence the thermodynamic equilibrium is preserved. This principle is drawn on 
Figure 5.10. It is now possible to model this second stage. The boundary 
conditions are;
C(x>h^,0) = 0 and for t< t2 C(h^,t) = C ,̂
C(oo,t) = 0
The solution of Pick’s second law, for those boundary conditions, is related to an 
error function and can be written as:
C(x>h,,t) = erfc[ ^---1 (5.25)
2
The second stage will thus end when the concentration of the boundaries, which 
were previously invaded by a liquid film, drops to C ,̂ over the distance h .̂ In 
other words the amount of gallium, which has diffused into the previously gallium 
free matrix (x < h j is equal to I, the amount of gallium contained into the liquid 
boundaries in excess to the concentration C ,̂. This condition can be written as:
+00
I(t) = fc„, erfc[ JE Idx = h, = I (5.26)
4 2
The equality is true for t = tg. Equation 5.26 can be rewritten as follows:
I(t,) = h,C. X, = I (5.27)
The numerical solving of such an equation is quite difficult. However, it is possible 
to approach the solution with a good enough accuracy. In effect, if hg is defined 



















profile in the lattice
C(X̂ oo,t) = 0
C(h(heo,t) =  Cg|
C(x,0) = 0
Figure 5.10. Boundary conditions at the end of the second stage.
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Figure 5.11. Principle of the numerical solution, a) Definition of hg. b) Drawing 
describing the numerical solution.
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it can be assumed that:
90
C ( h / 2 , t J  = C ^ / 2 ( 5 . 2 8 )
This result is because the surface areas C and D drawn on Figure 5.11 b are equal. 
Assuming an original thickness of 20A/m, and initial concentration of 10Opct gallium, 
and an area fraction of liquid X, of 10'^, then hg does not change with the 
temperature since h2(500X)=9.9^/m and h2(150°C) = 10.5jum. Hence, to solve 
Equation 5.28 hg is taken equal to 10pm for each temperature. Numerical solution 
of Equation 5.28 for various temperatures are stated in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Time tp needed to complete the second stage.
Temperature CC) 150 200 300 400 500
Time tg (5.25) 12hrs 4.5hrs Ih r 20m n 40s
5.4 Homogenization of the Solid Phase.
The distance hg, (defined in the previous section) can be neglected relative 
to the distance h .̂ A film of concentration C ,̂ and of half width ĥ  thus remains at 
the interface. However, if long times t^ are considered, the thin film solution can 
again be used to describe this third stage. Using Equation 2.6, the solution can 
then be written as:
C ( x , t )  = e ( 5 . 2 9 )
2 v'D.pp'Tt
Where W.,=2h^. The time spent during this third stage will be called t̂ .
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5.5 Comparison Between Model and Data.
5.5.1 The change in slope in the semi-log plots.
One of the least understood features of the experimental data was the 
presence of an obvious change in slope, occurring on every semi-log plot for 
temperatures below 450°C. This striking change in slope occurred at the distance 
ĥ xp, nieasured from the original interface. This section aims at correlating the 
three stages model described above with this experimental phenomenon.
The semi-log plots take into account the total experimental time t, which is 
recalled to be 24 and 48 hours. However, it is now possible to write t as follows;
t = t^i+tg+tg
Where t., and tg are the times needed to achieve stage one and two, while t  ̂is the 
time spent for the homogenization (third stage). Furthermore, t̂  is much smaller 
than tg or tg and thus it can be neglected (t., was calculated to be some seconds). 
The semi-log plots integrate the experimental time t and thus describe the 
homogenization of a thin film during the time tg-+-tg. The expected slope is then -
[4.D3pp.(tg+tg)]-V
At low temperatures, the time which must be considered to use the thin film 
solution is a function of x, the distance from the interface. In effect, the volume 
of the substrate located ahead of the plane x=h., starts behaving as a thin film at 
the end of stage two. If the thin film solution is used, one needs then to use the 
time tg=t - tg. As shown before, tg may be very large. In other words the first two 
stages postpone the moment when the volume ahead of the plane x=h., behaves 
as a thin film. However, since at the beginning of stage two, the atoms of gallium
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Start diffusing into the volume of the substrate located beyond the distance h ,̂ the 
time of the experiment corresponds to the diffusion time and thus the semi-log 
plots described accurately the concentration profile of this volume.
The difference between the effective time during which the two different zones of 
the substrate behave as a thin film is responsible for the change in slope. This 
can be mathematically described as follows:
real slope slope from the semi-log plots
x<h, -[4 D.PP (t - y ] - '  > -[4D ,ppt]-'
x>h, -[4 D.PP (t^+tj)]-» “  -[4D .ppt]-'
Hence, the bi-linearity of the semi-log plots is now explained.
An experimental change of slope in the concentration versus distance squared in 
the semi-log (Figures 4.7 to 4.12) plots does not take place at higher temperatures 
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6) because the time interval tg is completely negligible 
compared to the experiment time at these temperatures (see table 5.2). Hence, 
at temperatures above 450'^C, there is no delay time for the volume defined as 
x<h., to behave as a thin film, and no change in slope on a semi-log plot. 
Equation 2.6 and the boundary conditions provide the following expression for the 
concentration profile:
C(x,t) = — —  e where
and it is recalled that C ,̂.W  ̂ = C^.W^. In this high temperature circumstance. 
Equation 5.29 is now totally equivalent to Equation 2.6. Thus, this model is totally
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compatible with the model developed by Sekerka or Ramirez (31), in the 
temperature range where the lattice diffusion is the controlling mechanism. 
However, this compatibility is true for long times only. If a bonding time of some 
minutes is used, those two models differ drastically, even for high temperatures. 
This is expected since they describe two different mechanisms,
5.5.2 Infiltration distance.
This section uses another technique to verify the good agreement between 
model and data. In effect, one of the most simple and efficient ways of checking 
the model is to compare the experimental and the theoretical infiltration distances. 
The theoretical distance has been computed assuming that the surface fraction of 
the liquid phase into the boundaries X, is zero. The initial thickness has been 
provided with the technique described in Section 4.2. The equilibrium 
concentration are taken out of Table 3.1. The experimental values are directly read 
from each semi-log plot. Table 4.2 shows the results of the theoretical 
computation as well as the relative difference. It must be noticed that the 
difference does not exceed 20pct. Moreover, Figure 5.12 is a regular correlation 
plot and provides a correlation coefficient of 0.95. Hence the agreement between 
experience and theory appears to be excellent. It is now possible, using the 
correlation coefficient, to back up the real value of the surface fraction of the liquid 
phase, which is recalled to be close to the surface density of high diffusivity paths. 
The ratio h /h ^  can be derived from Equation 5.19. Moreover, the theoretical 
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solving for X. provides:




The results of the last equation are shown in Table 5.3.
95
Table 5.3 Surface fraction of the liquid phase as a function of T.
Temperature (°C) 150 200 300 400 500
X, . 10'^ 0.62 0.67 0.75 0.87 1
The surface fraction of the liquid phase, which can be directly related to the 
density of high diffusivity path, does vary slightly with temperature. One will notice 
the maximum value of 10^ is met for a temperature of 500°C. For 150®C however, 
the estimated value is 6.10'^. If this value is in Equation 5.18 and if the width of the 
liquid boundary is assumed to be 5.10 '^cm, then the effective grain size is then of 
the order of O.IjL/m, which is consistent with the result from Equation 5.23.
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6. JOINT STRENGTH.
The optimization of the joint strength obtained with the low temperature TLP joining 
of MMC materials with gallium requires a systematic study of numerous 
parameters such as substrate preparation, thickness and concentration of the 
interlayer, clamping pressure, time, and temperature. Although such a study was 
not the main goal of the project, some critical observations have been made that 
allow a good joint integrity and strength.
It is intuitively obvious that no good joint can be achieved without the right 
combination of surface roughness, clamping pressure and thickness of the 
interlayer. The first part of this chapter reports joint strength-related information 
relative to those three joining parameters designated as initial parameters. The 
second part is a correlation between the kinetics of the mechanism and the joint 
strength where a study on the effects of the joining sequence and time has been 
undertaken.
In this study the material underwent the traditional heat treatment of the 
6000 aluminum group (annealed at 400°C, solutionized at 565°C for one hour and 
water quenched so as to obtain a matrix ready to be aged).
6.1. Initial Parameters.
6.1.1. Surface preparation.
It must be kept in mind that the model described in Chapter 5 assumes a 
constant interlayer thickness, and that this thickness should be minimized to
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accelerate the kinetics. However, in the real world, this thickness is not constant 
over the lap area, but follows the changes in surface topography. The thickness 
measurements made in Chapter 4 provided averaged values. In other words, the 
thickness is locally higher or lower than the measured value, depending on the 
roughness of the substrate. The magnitude of those local changes must be 
controlled because a local pocket of much larger thickness would be harmful. For 
example a lOOji/m thick pocket would allow the liquid gallium to invade the 
boundaries and diffuse through the substrate over a distance larger than 1 mm. 
The harmful limit for the roughness is dependent upon the thickness of the 
substrate. However, even if a thick substrate is used, the roughness should be 
minimize to provide a good bond strength. The reason for this is the following: 
considering two joints with the same average interlayer thickness, the first one 
uses completely smooth substrates while the second does not, so that the 
thickness of the interlayer is not constant. After a long enough time, the first joint 
does not contain any liquid whereas, the second still exhibits some liquid pockets 
located exactly where the thickness of the interlayer was larger than the average 
value. The bonded area is then smaller, and so is the joint strength.
When the material is received just after the hot working process and before 
the age hardening treatment, rough rolling marks decorate the surface. A 
mechanical process such as grinding followed by polishing is necessary to smooth 
out the surface.
To illustrate the roughness effect, two different surface preparations were used. 
The first preparation involved the polishing of the substrate with 240 grit which 
typically produces a roughness of 50/jm, and an equivalent painted coating (see 
Chapter 4). The second preparation used a final 600 grit, which produced a
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typical roughness of t2fjvn, and an equivalent painted coating (see Chapter 4). 
Identical joining parameters (300^C,8hrs,7Mpa[1ksi]) were investigated. The bond 
strength was evaluated with the single lap shear test (see Figure 6.1). The 
dimensions were the same as those described in Chapter 4 to limit (a smaller 
overlap is not feasible) the plastic deformation of the substrate. An Instron was 
used to pull the joint. The deformation rate was chosen equal to 1.27 mm/min 
(0.05in/min).
Note that the yield strength of the aged composite should be at least 350Mpa 
(50ksi) (3) that means the yield shear strength should be at least 175Mpa (25ksi). 
However, it must be kept in mind that the lap joint testing technique (ASTM 
D1002) provides only comparative results. One must use the same thickness and 
mechanical properties of the substrate (the yield strength of the composite varies 
with the joining time which corresponds to the aging time in the present 
investigation) and the same overlap length if one desires to compare two joining 
methods. In other words this test does not provide the shear strength of the 
interface. It was selected to provide comparative results since this method was 
used by Martin Marrieta Denver division to test , among others bonding tech­
niques, adhesive bonding. The resulting shear stress for such a bond was 21 Mpa 
(3ksi).
This method provided comparative results that allowed the study of the different 
parameters, however, this technique is not ideal to evaluate the real joint shear 
strength of the material at the interface with such thin substrates, since a bending 
moment appears in the early stage of the plastic deformation. The results are 
stated in Table 6.1.
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the bending moment
joint
Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration of the single lap shear testing.
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Table 6.1. Results of the roughness study.
Temperature time Preparation Lap joint
r c ) (hrs) strength (ksi)
300 8 240 grit LMIE
300 8 600 grit 4.3
Where LMIE stands for liquid metal induced embrittlement. In this case the 
substrate broke in a tensile mode at a value well below the tensile strength of pure 
aluminum. The fracture surface of the joint, shown in Figure 6.2, exhibits both 
interfacial and base material rupture. A good joint integrity is achieved. No 
porosity is to be seen and a compositional analysis confirmed that there is no 
remaining liquid at the interface since the average concentration was evaluated to 
be well below the equilibrium concentration C ,̂.
A study which aimed at accelerating the joining process by decreasing the initial 
thickness of the interlayer revealed another critical feature of the surface 
preparation. This study used substrates polished with Ijum alumina particulates. 
This preparation enabled the coating to be limited to 5jL/m. A total thickness of 10 
jum should allow the process to eliminate all the liquid within three hours whereas 
a thickness of 20/jm should require 12 hours. However, this preparation appeared 
to slow down the process; in two hours at 150°C, the interface was still mainly 
liquid. Figure 6.3 shows the fracture surfaces of the two joints characterized by 
two different surface preparations and held at 150°C for two hours. In both cases, 
the black area (which represents the remaining liquid; the concentration of gallium 
is well above the equilibrium concentration C ,̂ at room temperature) dominates.
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Figure 6 .2 . fracture surface of the joint produced at 300°C for 8 hours under a 




Figure 6.3. Fracture surfaces showing the remaining liquid pockets after 
two hours at 150°C for two different preparations X100:
a) substrates polished with 600 grit.
b) substrates polished with 1 j jm alumina.
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However, the white bonded area is larger in the joint of the substrate polished 
with the 600 grit only. This is confirmed by the measured joint strength, which was 
IIOM pa (1.6 ksi) for the joint with a 600-grit finish , and 55Mpa (O.Sksi) for the 
joint with a 1 j jm  alumina powder finish.
The fact that polishing slowed down the bonding process can be understood if 
one considers the surface modifications induced polishing with alumina particles. 
Polishing removed most of the surface SiCp particulates, thus decreasing the 
number of interfaces starting from the substrate surface.
6.1.2. Interlayer thickness.
The thinner the interlayer, the faster the joining time. Therefore, it should be 
sought to minimize the thickness of the interlayer. However, the presence of the 
surface particulates induces the use of a minimal thickness below which no 
strength can be obtained. A study was undertaken that used a cathodic 
sputtering machine to apply the gallium interlayer. Gallium, although liquid at the 
typical sputtering temperatures, can be sputtered. Its sputtering rate is quite low, 
but this technique provides excellent means to deposit thin coatings. Two different 
thicknesses, 2 and 3}jm, were used to assess the thickness effect. These coatings 
are shown in Figure 6.4. The Gleeble 1500 Thermo-mechanical testing machine 
was used to control the joining time and temperature. The clamping pressure was 
evaluated as well by comparing the lap joint shear strength of the two following 
experimental systems .
a) 350°C and initial thickness
b) 2 5 0 °C ...................  Wo=3jum.
The experimental results are plotted on Figure 6.5. It is shown that the
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Figure 6.4. Scanning electron micrographs of the two different
sputtered coatings used in the study of the thickness,
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temperature does not enhance the joint strength, but the thickness does. This 
arises from the fact that in both cases, the lap area is not totally bonded. However 
a thicker coating provides a higher strength. Hence, if the coating is too thin the 
joining process is no longer thermally activated but mechanically activated. This 
is consistent with the need of the minimal joining pressure shown in Figure 6.5, 
which also increases with decreasing thickness. Note also that strength finally 
decreases with an increase in clamping pressure.
This lack of bonded area is obvious in Figure 6.6. The effect of the silicon carbide 
particulates is clear. The larger ones avoid, at least locally, the contact of the two 
faying matrices. This study indicates that the particulates must be totally buried 
by the interlayer to achieve a good bond. Moreover, this plot shows the shear 
strength of the bond drops for high clamping pressures which is believed to come 
from the presence of residual stresses at the interface. It is interesting to notice 
that the liquid phase surrounding the particles during the process, is not large 
enough to allow the rearrangement of these particles at the interface. This is 
totally consistent with the assumption (model developed in Chapter 5) on the order 
of magnitude of the width 6 'of the liquid boundary .
6.1.3. Study of the clamping pressure for higher thicknesses.
The clamping pressure is usually not a critical parameter for the TLP joining 
process of conventional alloys, because the liquid phase helps to accommodate 
the roughness. A slight pressure is required to drive the liquid phase into the 
crevices of the surface and to promote wetting. Nevertheless, this technique 
applied to MMC materials requires higher pressures.
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Figure 6.6. Fracture surfaces showing the difference in bonding area X I00 
for the two joints produced:
a) 250°C, 1 hour, 5ksi, interlayer thickness of 3}jm.
b) 350°C, 1 hour, 5ksi, interlayer thickness of 2pm.
ARTKUR LA O S LIBRARY 
COLOfW ^O »C«500L oi MINES 
GOLDEN. COLORADO 8040Î
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The study of the pressure effect for larger interlayer thicknesses was technically 
limited by the coating process. In effect, when the coating ranges from 10 to 
20pm, meaningful data on the pressure effect could not be obtained because the 
same coating cannot be reproduced twice. However, the result of the study for 
thin coatings described above can be extended to thicker coatings. A minimal 
clamping pressure is required, and this pressure decreases with increasing 
thicknesses. The clamping pressure typically recommended of 1 atm appeared 
to be insufficient. All the joints produced by such a low clamping pressure 
developed negligible shear strength. A microscopic analysis revealed that many 
voids remained at the interface (see Figure 6.7). This can be understood if one 
considers the relatively thin coating used (recall that the gallium paint, on a surface 
polished down to 600 grit, averaged 10pm in thickness). During this process the 
gallium infiltrates the substrates, that is to say, moves away from the other 
interface. Moreover gallium shrinks while melting and thus is expected to contract 
against the substrate (see Figure 6.8). The presence of ceramic particulates 
combined with the move of the liquid phase away from the interface is thus 
believed to generate voids. These voids disappear when the clamping pressure 
reaches a value that enables the dual phase to move and rearrange itself at the 
interface. This proposed mechanism is similar to the packing of liquid concrete. 
For given temperature and pressure, the decrease in interfacial void density 
should be time dependent.
This minimal pressure depends on the surface preparation as well. The rougher 
the surface, the higher the minimal pressure. In this study a clamping pressure 




Figure 6.7. Micrograph showing an interfacial porosity when the clamping 










Figure 6.8. Schematic illustration showing the shrinking of the interlayer upon 
melting.
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6.2. Correlation between Kinetic Mechanism and Joint Strength.
This study applies the kinetic results obtained in Chapters 4 and 5 to design 
a new low temperature joining process. A special emphasis was placed on 
correlating the joint strength with the kinetic mechanism. The first part basically 
investigated the evolution of the joint strength as a function of time, whereas the 
second aimed at modifying slightly the joining sequence to decrease the joining 
time.
6.2.1. Evolution of the bond strength with time.
In this study, the substrates were mechanically polished with 600 grit, since 
that surface preparation enabled a consistent coating averaging lO^vm. A 
clamping pressure of 7Mpa (1 ksi) was applied to the MMC/Ga/MMO system and 
the temperature was held at 150^0. The time needed to achieve the first two 
stages of the process (ie, completely deplete the gallium- rich liquid) within these 
joining parameters was expected to be approximately 12 hours (see Table 5.2). 
For joining times less than 12 hours at 150°C, the joint strength should be a 
function a function of the contact area, determinated by the remaining liquid. For 
times in excess of 12 hours, the joint strength is expected to depend on the 
strength of the matrix and thus to increase slightly as the matrix hardens. Figure 
6.9 shows the evolution of the shear strength of the joint as a function of time. 
It is interesting to notice that the shear strength of the joint is a parabolic function 
of the time, the shear strength reploted as a function of the square root of time 
exhibits a straight line (see Figure 6.10) which was expected since the depletion 
of the liquid from the boundaries is diffusion-controlled. However, it must be
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noticed that the shear strength reaches a constant value up after 16 hours. 
Analyses of the fracture surfaces was undertaken with the scanning electron 
microscope. As expected, at times less than 12 hours, these surfaces exhibit 
some remaining liquid which appears darker on the micrographs in Figures 6.11, 
and 6.12. The density of those liquid pockets decreased and the amount of 
cleavage on the fracture surface increased with joining time. At 12 hours the liquid 
disappeared, an completely which is consistent with the kinetic mechanism 
proposed. Moreover, for times in excess of 12 hours, the fracture surfaces 
appeared identical and the same measured shear strength is logical.
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Figure 6.11. Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of joint
annealed at 150®C for: a) 0.5hr b) 2hrs c) 8hrs d) 12hrs e) 16hrs 
f) 24hrs
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Figure 6.12. Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of joint
annealed at 150°C for: a) 0.5hr b) 2hrs c) 8hrs d) 12hrs e) 16hrs 
f) 24hrs.
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6.2.2. Joining sequence effect.
According to the model developed in Chapter 5, the two first stages should 
take place at 500°C in about one minute. This means that one minute or so 
should be sufficient to eliminate all the remaining liquid. This section reports a 
different joining sequence which both confirms the kinetic mechanism and 
provides a shorter joining time. The MMC/Ga/MMO systems, prepared as 
described in the last section, were held in the grips of the Gleeble 1500 machine 
with a 7Mpa (1 ksi) clamping pressure. The composite lap joints were then heated 
from room temperature to 500°C in 30 seconds. They were held at this 
temperature for one minute and air-cooled. A following heat treatment at 150^0 
was applied both for 2 hours and for hours. The joint strength was evaluated and 
the fracture surfaces analyzed. The shear strength results are plotted in Figure 
6.9. The annealing time does not enhance the joint strength.
This is an evidence that all the liquid has been depleted. To definitely prove that 
at high temperatures the absorption of the liquid phase is very rapid, a joint was 
broken after the preheating treatment at 500°C. The fracture surfaces can be seen 
on Figure 6.13. The major portion of the liquid phase has been depleted. A single 
pocket remains over the entire lap area. Figure 6.14 shows that there is no 
difference between the fracture surfaces of the specimens annealed at 150°C for 
2 and 8 hours. However, a compositional analysis proved that the remaining 
concentration of gallium at the interface was larger in the first case (4pct against 
3pct). It must be noticed as well that no liquid gallium remains on these surfaces. 
Thus, it is possible to reduce the joining time at 150°C by preheating the joint very 
quickly at 500^C. If this pre-treatment does not interfer with the age hardening 
treatment, this method is then very attractive. However, the effect of rapid
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Figure 6.13. Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of joint heated 





Figure 6.14. Scanning electron micrographs of the fracture surface of joint heated 
at 500°C for one minute and annealed at 150°C for: a) 2hrs b) 8hrs.
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This study was directed toward the design of a low temperature joining process 
for aluminum matrix composite materials that would preserve the aging treatment 
of the matrix. The emphasis was placed on the kinetic mechanisms, but the 
mechanical properties of the joint were investigated as well.
7.1. Kinetics Mechanism and Practicle Applications.
The initial idea of using the liquid phase to accelerate the atomic transports 
proved to be efficient. However, the transport mechanism appeared to be original 
and quite different from the one expected. This difference arises from the nature 
of the composite itself.
* A density of short circuits paths for diffusion such as grain boundaries, 
sub-boundaries, dislocations and ceramic/matrix interfaces enhanced the 
diffusion in both solid and liquid phases.
* Short circuit diffusion dominated atomic transport up to 450^C, with an 
activation energy as low as 35kJ/mol (8.35 kcal/mol).
* The activation energy for the interdiffusion coefficient of gallium into 
aluminum was measured to be 120kJ/mol (28.8 kcal/mol,) which is 
consistent with the value of 122 (29.24) reported in the literature (48).
* The joining mechanism appeared to occur in three successive stages:
1) Fast (seconds) infiltration of the liquid phase until the interlayer material at the 
original interface was depleted and simultaneous homogenization of the solid
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matrix. Penetration distance depended upon the temperature and the initial 
thickness of the interlayer.
2) Depletion of the liquid phase from grain boundaries and interfaces, the 
duration of this second stage depended upon the temperature and the interlayer 
thickness. Completion of this stage was crucial in removing any potential for liquid 
metal induced embrittlement.
3) Homogenization in the solid state.
* The knowledge of this transport mechanism is important because it very 
likely also occurs with more common aluminum brazing alloys, such as 
Al-Ge, Al-Zn and Al-Si eutectic liquids. For any of those systems, it is now 
possible to choose the critical parameters such as the interlayer 
thickness, the temperature and time to avoid liquid metal embrittlement.
* This study has a direct and practical application. The presence of a 
liquid phase and numerous high diffusivity paths enables one to join this 
expensive material at temperatures as low as 150°C (below the aging
temperature of the matrix), and in times less than the typical aging times.
Hence, the aging treatment and the joint can be achieved simultaneously.
7.2 The Integritv of the Joint.
The evaluation of the integrity of the joint was based on both the results of 
the single lap joint test and the appearance of the fracture surfaces.
* The S.E.M micrographs revealed an excellent joint integrity. The fracture
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took place at the interface and in the substrate.
* The shear strength of the joint , evaluated with the single lap joint 
test, was 28Mpa (4 ksi). This value is larger than the ones typically 
produced with adhesive bonding.
* The right combination of the joining parameters, clamping pressure, 
surface preparation and interlayer thickness is critical to optimize the joint 
strength.
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Figure A .I. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) Si(% composite in
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Figure A.2. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
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Figure A.3. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 AI/20(voL%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 300°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-lcDg plot.
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Figure A.4. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
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Figure A.5. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
24 hours at 250°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-log plot.
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Figure A.6. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiC- composite in
48 hours at 250°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-lbg plot.
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Figure A.7. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
52 hours at 200°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-lcig plot.
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Figure A.8. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCp composite in
48 hours at 200°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-lôg plot.
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Figure A.9. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiCo composite in
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Figure A. 10. The penetration of gallium into a 6061 Al/20(vol.%) SiC^ composite in
24 hours at 150°C. a) Concentration profile, b) semi-lcfg plot.
